Intel Behind Trump’s Syria Attack
Questioned
Exclusive: The mainstream media is so hostile to challenges to its groupthinks
that famed journalist Seymour Hersh had to take his take-down of President
Trump’s April 6 attack on Syria to Germany, says ex-CIA analyst Ray McGovern.

By Ray McGovern
Legendary investigative reporter Seymour Hersh is challenging the Trump
administration’s version of events surrounding the April 4 “chemical weapons
attack” on the northern Syrian town of Khan Sheikhoun – though Hersh had to find
a publisher in Germany to get his information out.
In the Sunday edition of Die Welt, Hersh reports that his national security
sources offered a distinctly different account, revealing President Trump rashly
deciding to launch 59 Tomahawk missiles against a Syrian airbase on April 6
despite the absence of intelligence supporting his conclusion that the Syrian
military was guilty.
Hersh draws on the kind of inside sources from whom he has earned longstanding
trust to dispute that there ever was a “chemical weapons attack” and to assert
that Trump was told that no evidence existed against the Syrian government but
ordered “his generals” to “retaliate” anyway.
Marine General Joseph Dunford, Chairman of the, Joint Chiefs of Staff, and
former Marine General, now Defense Secretary James “Mad-Dog” Mattis ordered the
attacks apparently knowing that the reason given was what one of Hersh’s sources
called a “fairy tale.”
They then left it to Trump’s national security adviser Army General H. R.
McMaster to further the deceit with the help of a compliant mainstream media,
which broke from its current tradition of distrusting whatever Trump says in
favor of its older tradition of favoring “regime change” in Syria and trusting
pretty much whatever the “rebels” claim.
According to Hersh’s sources, the normal “deconfliction” process was followed
before the April 4 strike. In such procedures, U.S. and Russian officers supply
one another with advance details of airstrikes, such as target coordinates, to
avoid accidental confrontations among the warplanes crisscrossing Syria.
Russia and Syrian Air Force officers gave details of the flight path to and from
Khan Sheikhoun in English, Hersh reported. The target was a two-story

cinderblock building in which senior leaders – “high-value targets” – of the two
jihadist groups controlling the town were about to hold a meeting. Because of
the perceived importance of the mission, the Russians took the unusual step of
giving the Syrian air force a GPS-guided bomb to do the job, but the explosives
were conventional, not chemical, Hersh reported.
The meeting place was on the floor above the basement of the building, where a
source whom Hersh described as “a senior adviser to the U.S. intelligence
community,” told Hersh: “The basement was used as storage for rockets, weapons,
and ammunition … and also chlorine-based decontaminates for cleansing the bodies
of the dead before burial.”
A Bomb Damage Assessment
Hersh describes what happened when the building was struck on the morning of
April 4: “A Bomb Damage Assessment by the U.S. military later determined that
the heat and force of the 500-pound Syrian bomb triggered a series of secondary
explosions that could have generated a huge toxic cloud that began to spread
over the town, formed by the release of fertilizers, disinfectants, and other
goods stored in the basement, its effect magnified by the dense morning air,
which trapped the fumes close to the ground.
“According to intelligence estimates, the strike itself killed up to four
jihadist leaders and an unknown number of drivers and security aides. There is
no confirmed count of the number of civilians killed by the poisonous gases that
were released by the secondary explosions, although opposition activists
reported that there were more than 80 dead, and outlets such as CNN have put the
figure as high as 92.”
Due to the fog of war, which is made denser by the fact that jihadists
associated with Al Qaeda control the area, many of the details of the incident
were unclear on that day and remain so still. No independent on-the-ground
investigation has taken place.
But there were other reasons to doubt Syrian guilt, including the implausibility
of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad choosing that time – while his forces were
making dramatic strides in finally defeating the jihadists and immediately after
the Trump administration had indicated it had reversed President Obama’s “regime
change” policy in Syria – to launch a sarin attack, which was sure to outrage
the world and likely draw U.S. retaliation.
However, logic was brushed aside after local “activists,” including some closely
tied to the jihadists, quickly uploaded all manner of images onto social media,
showing dead and dying children and other victims said to be suffering from

sarin nerve gas. Inconsistencies were brushed aside – such as the “eyewitness”
who insisted, “We could smell it from 500 meters away” when sarin is odorless.
Potent Images
Still, whether credible or not, these social-media images had a potent
propaganda effect. Hersh writes that within hours of watching the gruesome
photos on TV – and before he had received any U.S. intelligence corroboration –
Trump told his national security aides to plan retaliation against
Syria. According to Hersh, it was an evidence-free decision, except for what
Trump had seen on the TV shows.
Hersh quotes one U.S. officer who, upon learning of the White House decision to
“retaliate” against Syria, remarked: “We KNOW that there was no chemical attack
… the Russians are furious – claiming we have the real intel and know the
truth…”
A similar event had occurred on Aug. 21, 2013, outside Damascus – and although
the available evidence now points to a “false-flag” provocation pulled off by
the jihadists to trick the West into mounting a full-fledged assault on Assad’s
military, Western media still blames that incident on Assad, too.
In the Aug. 21, 2013 case, social media also proved crucial in creating and
pushing the Assad-did-it narrative. On Aug. 30, 2013, then-Secretary of State
John Kerry pinned the responsibility on Assad no fewer than 35 times, even
though earlier that week National Intelligence Director James Clapper had warned
President Obama privately that Assad’s culpability was “not a slam dunk.”
Kerry was fond of describing social media as an “extraordinarily useful tool,”
and it sure did come in handy in supporting Kerry’s repeated but unproven
charges against Assad, especially since the U.S. government had invested heavily
in training and equipping Syrian “activists” to dramatize their cause. (The
mainstream media also has ignored evidence that the jihadists staged at least
one chlorine gas attack. And, as you may recall, President George W. Bush also
spoke glowingly about the value of “catapulting the propaganda.”)
Implications for U.S.-Russia
To the extent Hersh’s account finds its way into Western corporate media, most
likely it will be dismissed out of hand simply because it dovetails with
Moscow’s version of what happened and thus is, ipso facto, “wrong.”
But the Russians (and the Syrians) know what did happen – and if there really
was no sarin bombing – they recognize Trump’s reckless resort to Tomahawks and
the subsequent attempts to cover up for the President. All this will have

repercussions.
This is as tense a time in U.S-Russian relations as I can remember from my five
decades of experience watching Russian defense and foreign policy. It is left to
the Russians to figure out which is worse: a President controlled by “his
generals” or one who is so out of control that “his generals” are the ones who
must restrain him.
With Russia reiterating its threat to target any unannounced aircraft flying in
Syrian airspace west of the Euphrates, Russian President Putin could authorize
his own generals to shoot first and ask questions later. Then, hold onto your
hat.
As of this writing, there is no sign in “mainstream media” of any reporting on
Hersh’s groundbreaking piece. It is a commentary on the conformist nature of
today’s Western media that an alternative analysis challenging the conventional
wisdom – even when produced by a prominent journalist like Sy Hersh – faces such
trouble finding a place to publish.
The mainstream hatred of Assad and Putin has reached such extraordinary levels
that pretty much anything can be said or written about them with few if any
politicians or journalists daring to express doubts regardless of how shaky the
evidence is.
Even the London Review of Books, which published Hersh’s earlier debunking of
the Aug. 21, 2013 sarin-gas incident, wouldn’t go off onto the limb this time
despite having paid for his investigation.
According to Hersh, the LRB did not want to be “vulnerable to criticism for
seeming to take the view of the Syrian and Russia governments when it came to
the April 4 bombing in Khan Sheikhoun.” So much for diversity of thought in
today’s West.
Yet, what was interesting about the Khan Sheikhoun case is that was a test of
whom the mainstream media detested more. The MSM has taken the position that
pretty much whatever Trump says is untrue or at least deserving of intense factchecking. But the MSM also believes whatever attacks on Assad that the Syrian
“activists” post on social media are true and disbelieves whatever Putin says.
So, this was a tug-of-war on which prejudices were stronger – and it turned out
that the antipathy toward Syria and Russia is more powerful than the distrust of
Trump.
Ignoring Critics
The MSM bought into Trump’s narrative to such a degree that any criticism, no

matter how credentialed the critic, gets either ignored or ridiculed.
For instance, the Veteran Intelligence Professionals for Sanity produced a memo
on April 11 questioning Trump’s rush to judgment. Former MIT professor Ted
Postol, a specialist in applying science to national security incidents, also
poked major holes in the narrative of a government sarin attack. But the MSM
silence was deafening.
In remarks to Die Welt, Seymour Hersh, who first became famous for exposing the
My Lai massacre story during the Vietnam War and disclosed the Abu Ghraib abuse
story during the Iraq War, explained that he still gets upset at government
lying and at the reluctance of the media to hold governments accountable:
“We have a President in America today who lies repeatedly … but he must learn
that he cannot lie about intelligence relied upon before authorizing an act of
war. There are those in the Trump administration who understand this, which is
why I learned the information I did. If this story creates even a few moments of
regret in the White House, it will have served a very high purpose.”
But it may be that the Germans reading Welt am Sonntag may be among the few who
will get the benefit of Hersh’s contrarian view of the April 4 incident in Khan
Sheikhoun. Perhaps they will begin to wonder why Chancellor Angela Merkel
continues with her “me-too” approach to whatever Washington wants to do
regarding tensions with Russia and warfare in Syria.
Will Merkel admit that she was likely deceived in parroting Washington’s line
making the Syrian government responsible for a “massacre with chemical weapons”
on April 4? Mercifully, most Americans will be spared having to choose between
believing President Trump and Seymour Hersh.
Ray McGovern works with the publishing arm of the ecumenical Church of the
Saviour in inner-city Washington.

During his 27 years as a CIA analyst, he was

Chief of the Soviet Foreign Policy Branch; he also prepared the President’s
Daily Brief, and conducted the early morning briefings of President Reagan’s top
national security advisers.

A Baseless Justification for War in
Syria
For almost 16 years, the U.S. government has stretched the military force
authorization against Al Qaeda to justify a wide-ranging “war on terror” but now

has gone further, attacking the Syrian military inside Syria, notes Dennis J
Bernstein.

By Dennis J Bernstein
U.S. government officials, including Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen.
Joseph F. Dunford Jr., claim the current U.S. authority to mount military
operations in Iraq and Syria is legally based on the Authorization for the Use
of Military Force [AUMF] declaration to go after Al Qaeda and related terror
groups after the 9/11 attacks in 2001. But how does that cover the recent U.S.
attacks on Syrian government forces that have been battling both Al Qaeda and
its spinoff, Islamic State?
Francis Boyle, professor of international law at the University of Illinois
College of Law, asserts that the recent U.S. shoot-down of a Syrian government
jet inside Syria on June 18 was not only illegal under international law but
amounts to an impeachable act by President Trump.
In an interview with Flashpoints’ Dennis J. Bernstein, Professor Boyle said,
“What the U.S. government is getting away with here is incredible.” Boyle also
talked to Bernstein about the questionable Russia-gate investigation and the
darker history behind Special Prosecutor Robert Swan Mueller III, the former
Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Dennis Bernstein: Will Syria’s hot war and the recent U.S. bombings there lead
us into a hot war with Russia? Well, the generals are saying this shoot-down in
Syria is legal. You want to jump into this?
Francis Boyle: You know Dunford doesn’t have a law degree that I’m aware of.
But, of course, still the Pentagon is going to try to justify whatever war
crimes it can. They always do.
Clearly the U.S. invasion, which we have done, and now repeated military attacks
against Syria constitutes a Nuremberg crime against peace, and in violation of
the Nuremberg charter, judgment and principles, and, of course, a violation of
the United Nations’ charter. [It is] an act of aggression as defined by, oh even
the new element of the Rome Statute for the International Criminal Court that is
not yet in force. But it has a definition based upon the 1974 definition of
aggression which the World Court found to be customary international law in the
very famous Nicaraguan case when it applied it against Nicaragua.
Indeed, it’s very interesting, you know, if you go back and read the Nicaragua
case, and change Syria for Nicaragua, pretty much the law, the illegalities
remain the same. Likewise, the United States Congress has never authorized any

act of war against Syria.
So, this violates the War Powers clause of the United States Constitution, the
War Powers Resolution of 1973, and is clearly an impeachable act against
President Trump. This is a slam dunk. We don’t have time to go through all the
other arguments being made on impeachment here, but for the most part, all those
are being made by these totally hypocritical Democratic lawyers who never
applied the same impeachable arguments against President Obama. So, I’m not
going to waste time with them.
And, finally, this is existentially dangerous, what is going on right now in
Syria. But Russia is there with the consent of the legitimate government of
Syria. They’re not violating international law. The United States is in clear
cut violation, as I have explained. And, now, Russia …

has said that they are

going to begin to target U.S. planes and drones. And, the problem is, of course,
when you target planes, that triggers their radar and they fire back. So, we’re
pretty much on a hair trigger right now in Syria for war between the United
States and Russia.
And given the massive war mongering campaign we’re seeing being waged against
Russia by almost all the mainstream news media, the Democrats, the whole
Democratic Party, the Hillary Clinton people, etc. and sort of neo-McCarthyism
against Russia, Putin and everyone else, I shudder to think what would happen if
Russia were to shoot down an American pilot under these circumstances. In my
lifetime, Dennis, my political lifetime, I don’t think we’ve been in such a
dangerous situation since the Cuban Missile Crisis.
I mean, anything could go wrong here, soon. And, even if it’s not deliberate, as
President Kennedy said when the Soviet Union shot down a U-2 spy plane at the
heart of the Cuban Missile Crisis that could have resulted in World War III, he
said something like, “Well, there’s always some son-of-a-bitch down the line who
doesn’t get the message.” So, anything could go wrong here. And we could end up
being at war with Russia momentarily.
DB: You want to talk a little bit about the so-called deconfliction zones, that
are really conflict zones and a potential for war?
FB: Yeah, it’s clear, Dennis, and indeed [the] Financial Times now has an
article on this, but I’ve said this for a while, these deconfliction zones are
really de-facto partition zones for Russia and the United States. And what we’re
seeing here is effectively all these surrounding states are going into Syria and
grabbing a chunk of their territory.
It’s like jackals descending on a wounded animal. Iran is in there, Hezbollah is

in there, Turkey is in there, the Kurds are in there, the U.S. is in there. We
have our proxy terrorist groups in there. The best analogy would be a pack of
jackals descending upon and eating away at a wounded animal. And the so-called
deconfliction zones are just part of the de-facto carve up of Syria, in
violation of Syria’s territorial integrity and political independence guaranteed
by the United Nations’ charter.
DB: Well, as you say, these are incredibly dangerous times, and very, very
difficult policies. Who loses, who gains on this kind of response to Syria, and
bombing of Syria?
FB: Well, the United States government believes it gains because they are out —
and have always been out — to overthrow the Assad government, and put a puppet
in power. And, you know, continue to achieve their objectives there in the
Middle East, going back for quite some time, preparing the way for future action
against Iran and Russia, for sure.
So, they believe that this is to their advantage: the Pentagon, the CIA, the
White House, the so-called Power Ministries, the Deep State. Call them whatever
you want. They could be tragically short-sighted. I mean, this is the way the
First World War and the Second World War began. What can I say, Dennis? It’s a
tinder box, already.
DB: And how would you characterize Israel’s interest and their role in this
policy? Do you think they’re a driving force in it?
FB: Of course. That’s got reported […] in the Wall Street Journal. I guess I
should say Israel wants its chunk of Syria, too. They’ve already stolen the
Golan Heights, in 1967. And they’ve been arming, equipping and supplying these
terrorist organizations since the outset of the uprising in Syria. And, indeed,
they’ve now carved out a further buffer zone in Syria.
So, they’re in to get their share of Syria, as well, along with everyone else.
I’m not saying they’re any better or any worse than anyone else. But they’re
doing exactly the same thing everyone else is doing. As I said, it’s this pack
of hyenas going in there to gnaw away, and eat the flesh of Syria. And Israel is
getting its pound of flesh, as it sees it.
DB: And this, you think, could easily unravel. These are perhaps, would you say,
the most dangerous times of our life time, or close to it?
FB: Well, when you have Russia saying it is going to target so-called paint U.S.
jet fighters, and jet fighters bombers, and their standard operating procedure
when they get painted is to destroy the source that is targeting them. Yes. As I
said, we could have war, at least in Syria, between the United States and

Russia.
And given the anti-Russian warmongering and hysteria, and neo-McCarthyism in
this country that has been deliberately orchestrated by the Clinton campaign and
the Democrats and their fellow travelers in the mainstream news media since the
Democratic Convention last summer, if a U.S. pilot gets killed, we could see
Congress going into session, and declaring war against Russia. Sure. It’s a
catastrophe, Dennis. I mean, anything could happen here. I shudder to think of
the consequences.
DB: Amazing. But I do want to, just before we let you go, I want to ask you to
weigh in. Because we’ve seen this amazing, as you call it, McCarthyite attack.
People don’t like Trump, they find him very difficult. And it’s not hard to find
him difficult. How would you describe what is happening against him in terms of
… people refer to it as the Deep State, or an intelligence coup? How would you
unpack that?
FB: Right, well, first of all, let me say I did not vote for either Clinton or
Trump. As I saw it, it was a choice between the cholera and the plague. And I
decided not to have anything to do with either of them. But I think if Clinton
had been elected we’d probably be at war with Russia, right now. I think what
we’re seeing is the elements in the Obama administration that was being run by
[Zbigniew] Brzezinski, this ex-patriot Pole who hated the Russians with a
passion, and the CIA, the FBI, the Pentagon, all moving further in the direction
of a direct conflict with Russia, and especially over Ukraine.
As we know, it was the Obama administration, Assistant Secretary of State
[Victoria] Nuland, a neo-con holdover from the Bush administration, who
admitted, we had put $5 billion in there to overthrow the democratically elected
government of Ukraine. Which we did. It was a standard textbook CIA coup d’etat,
that followed the manual going back to the original CIA overthrow of the
Mossadegh government in Iran.
Trump seemed to indicate that he was going to take a different approach, and not
continue with this agenda. And so, now what we’re seeing is all the forces that
had been lined up to steal Ukraine, to confront Russia, are furiously fighting
back.
Now, I’m not saying Trump is a good guy here, but what I am saying, if you’re
watching the mainstream news media, none of the people involved here are good
guys. No one wears a white hat. And it’s an extremely dangerous situation.
[James] Comey, the FBI Director… well, first look at Wesley Swearingen, a
decorated retired FBI agent, in his book FBI Secrets, has repeatedly called the

FBI “the American Gestapo.” And, of course, you and I and your listening
audience certainly know that, Dennis. Certainly African-Americans know the FBI
is the American Gestapo. Arabs know it. Muslims know it. Communists know it. I
know it since they put me on all the government’s terrorism watch lists here,
because I refused to become an informant for them and the CIA on my Arab and
Muslim clients.
So, Comey is no great hero here. And, indeed, when he worked for Bush Jr. he was
Deputy Attorney General. He was up to his eye balls in every hideous atrocity
Bush Jr. inflicted on everyone, both abroad and here at home, including the
1,100 Muslims that they summarily rounded up. Many of them were beaten up, and a
few died.
As for Mueller, again, former Director of the FBI, the American Gestapo,
Mueller, when he was Assistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division,
Mueller was in charge of fixing the case against Libya and Gaddafi, for the
Lockerbie bombing. When everyone knows Libya had absolutely nothing to do with
the Lockerbie bombing.
Indeed, we had been told that the Lockerbie bombing effectively was revenge by
Iran for the destruction of the Iran air jet by the USS Vincennes in the Persian
Gulf, with the loss of all that innocent human life. And the Reagan
administration refused to apologize, refused to accept responsibility, decorated
the captain of the Vincennes that killed close to 270 completely innocent human
beings.
But, in the run up to the Bush Sr.’s war against Iraq to steal Persian Gulf oil,
he wanted and needed support of Iran, and also, Syria. There’s evidence
Lockerbie might have been staged out of Syria. I don’t know if that’s true or it
isn’t. So, we cut a deal that all of a sudden Iran, Syria, whatever the
responsibility, they would be let off the hook, in return for Iran and Syria
supporting the United States’ war against Iraq. And, all of a sudden, out of
nowhere, Libya gets blamed. Mueller was behind all of that. He fixed all that
evidence that prevented us, the American people, from finding out who really was
behind the Lockerbie bombing. I can’t recall the number there was [270 total
people killed], [187] American civilians were killed. Mueller is truly evil.
[For more on the Lockerbie bombing, see Consortiumnews “The Crumbling Lockerbie
Case”]
And then, in addition, Mueller was head of the FBI, and he was in charge of the
cover up of the anthrax attacks of October 2001. At the time, I had given
interviews right after these attacks pointing out that this was super weapons
grade anthrax that could only be manufactured in a U.S. government lab, or one
affiliated, working for the United States government. And, indeed, I informed

the FBI of this, given my expertise on biological warfare. And the FBI, then
under Mueller, sent a team out there to the Ames Repository for Anthrax, in
Ames, Iowa — where we keep our weapons strains — and destroyed them all,
attempting to cover up the U.S. government’s origins of the anthrax attack.
That was all done while Mueller was head of the FBI, and under his direct
supervision. So, this so-called special council that we see now is just a “fixit man” for the CIA, the Pentagon, the military industrial complex, despite what
you’re reading in the newspaper about character and integrity. This man is a
criminal, he should be prosecuted and put in jail, certainly for what he did on
Lockerbie, and what he did on the anthrax attacks. And I won’t go through the
rest of his record here. So, this is a real scheme by, as I see it, the power
ministries, what they used to call it in the Soviet Union, to continue our
confrontation with Russia, and in Ukraine, in the Baltics, and also in Syria.
And in my read of the situation, that’s what’s going on. This is not to say
Trump is a good guy, except to say, if Clinton had been elected I think we’d be
at war with Russia. We dodged a bullet on November 8th. But I don’t know how
much longer we will be able to continue to dodge the bullet.
And, again, we have to remember, Dennis, that for eight years under the Obama
administration… Obama’s mentor was Zbigniew Brzezinski. Brzezinski and I went
through the exact same PhD program at Harvard, the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences, Department of Government, not the Kennedy School, which is basically a
front organization for the CIA, and the Department of Defense. But the same
program that produces professors of political science, like Brzezinski, like
[Henry] Kissinger, and like me, like [Samuel P.] Huntington. And Brzezinski is
an ex-patriot Pole who hates the Soviet Union, and Russia, and the Russians with
a passion.
Remember, it was Brzezinski who convinced President Carter to unleash Al-Qaeda
[known at the time as the mujahideen] against the Soviet Union in Afghanistan,
in order to bring about, as he saw it, the Vietnam for the Soviet Union. And he
was Obama’s mentor, at Columbia. And when Obama decided to run for president, he
brought in Brzezinski to be in charge of his entire foreign affairs and defense
operation, during the campaign.
And then, once Obama became president, Brzezinski stacked the Obama
administration with his proteges, all up and down the State Department, the
Department of Defense, and the White House, and the CIA and everywhere else he
could have. So, that is what we saw for eight years of Obama. And Clinton was
just continuing along those lines.
DB: Wow. Well, we just have a couple of minutes left. Today happens to be the

fifth year that, shall we say, Julian Assange is trapped in the Ecuadorean
embassy [in London]. What do you think U.S. and British intelligence officials
are so afraid of when it comes to WikiLeaks?
FB: The truth. That’s what they’re afraid of. Well, Dennis, WikiLeaks, as far as
I can tell, so far, I haven’t read all of these dispatches and everything, but
I’ve read the accounts, is simply telling the truth. And we here live in a
democracy. And, we, the American people are entitled to the truth.
You know, all this diddly squat about classifications and security is all
baloney. We live in a democracy. We’re entitled to everything so that we can
make informed decisions. And the government refuses to do it. The NSA spies on
all of us, every one of us.
When the CIA and the FBI came into my office to try to interrogate me for an
hour, which they did, the first question they asked me is, well, why are you
giving these interviews all over the world, if you can believe that. And then
they tried to get me to become an informant, on my Arab and Muslim clients. So,
it’s the truth that the United States government cannot stand, and cannot
withstand. And so far as I see it, Assange and WikiLeaks have tried to get the
truth out.
And, remember, Mr. Justice [Louis] Brandeis of the United States Supreme Court
said quite some time ago, “Sunlight is the best disinfectant.” And WikiLeaks has
been consistently providing sunlight to us Americans, to try and disinfect our
own government.
DB: Wow. Professor Boyle we appreciate always your stand, your information, and
your willingness to be forthright in taking on the powers that be. We thank you
so much, again, for joining us on Flashpoints.
FB: Well, thanks again, Dennis. And, remember, John Yoo to jail. [John Yoo is
author of the “Torture Memos,” which advised the CIA, Department of Defense, and
president on the use of torture techniques after September 11.]
DB: John Yoo, he’s still there teaching those kids. And he’s been cleansed.
FB: The sick, demented Berkeley Law faculty gave him their most prestigious
endowed chair. And that means that the Berkeley Law faculty have become
accessories after the fact to the use of torture, war crimes and felonies.
That’s right. They knew exactly what they were doing.
And I wouldn’t send my dog to the Berkeley Law School, these days. And I say
that in sadness because the late, great dean there, Frank Newman, who taught
international law and human rights, was a good friend of mine, and supported me

at the beginning of my career. And then later he was on the California Supreme
Court. And Yoo is now desecrating his slot there at Berkeley Law with the full
cooperation of the sick and demented Berkeley Law faculties.
So I certainly would not go there for any reason. I had a son who could have
gone to any top law school in the country and I said, “Don’t go to Harvard Law
School, they hired a war criminal. Don’t go to Yale Law School, they have hired
and still have war criminals. Don’t go to Berkeley Law School, they have a war
criminal. Don’t go to the University of Chicago Law School, where I was an
undergraduate, because they have a torture monger on there,” and I went right
down the list.
DB: So where does he go? There’s nowhere to go.
FB: Well, he eventually went to work for the high tech business. What can I say?
I lost my son… my dad was a lawyer, and I lost this boy to the law. But,
regretfully, you just could see the total perversion of the American legal
academy after 9/11, 2001. I regret to say that. So, what can I say?
DB: Well, we thank you for the frankness and for the information, Professor
Francis Boyle, professor of international law at the University of Illinois,
College of Law. Thanks again for joining us on Flashpoints.
Dennis J Bernstein is a host of “Flashpoints” on the Pacifica radio network and
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